Dear friends

It's been quite sometime since I sent out this newsletter. Everyone is tentative about the situation in the world today. Well, times are changing, and so the planets move accordingly to bring about certain circumstances and situations, which are instrumental of the new age to come. This is practically the end of Kaliyuga. The new age will be the age of light, truth, righteousness and the re-establishment of Dharma. And so, there has to be a churning of the world, so that the cosmos settles everything fair and square, before the next age begins.

Now let's see how the planets are placed these days.

Jupiter remains in Capricorn with Rahu, Saturn in Leo, Sun is in Aquarius, Venus in Pisces, Ketu in Cancer, and Mars, Mercury and Moon are in conjunction in Capricorn.

This planetary cluster in Capricorn can cause some sudden burst of energy in the world.

First, let's see America's chart. The time is definitively bad for America, and there are hidden dangers and challenges for America. Some unexpected storms and earthquakes may appear. There may be loss or damage to lands. There will also be water related dangers and accidents. Fire or explosions may also happen.

But from May 2nd onwards, till July 31st, there will be a breather and the country will be the light to recovery and progress. Hilary Clinton may be given a very important role, which she would execute very well. For Obama, this time is going to be extremely stressful. He will be in some dangers until September 10th this year, 2009.

Muslim terrorists from different parts will gather and five leaders will meet to plan some major destruction. America and India will be the main targets. The dates February 19th to February 24th is very crucial.

During these dates, there may be some great danger to India. There may be natural calamities or destruction by Muslim terrorists. Groups with names starting from the consonants - Ma, like Mujahideen, Sa, like Salim, Cha or Ja like Jazeera, or Ka like Qaida may be involved. I think the plan is ready to be executed.

I also foresee some violent or destructive situation in Great Britain soon.

Pakistan will be freely grooming and training militants in their lands. India will be in great danger from them, in their own lands. From the East, and from the west, they may come through the water route, and launch their mission in the South! India should filter their coasts of East, and stop terrorist infiltration from Bangladesh, and also the west coast.

This is not a good time to travel or start any major ventures. People who have the Moon sign of Aquarius, Leo, Gemini, Cancer and Sagittarius should be extra careful.

From mid March, the these panetary tensions will ease.

But until then, let's all pray to God, to let Truth, Righteousness and Peace prevail in the world, and the evil should subside so that humanity can live in harmony.

OM, SHAANTHI, SHAANTHI! SHAANTHI!!

God bless all.

Dr Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR
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